VEHICULAR BRACKETS AND ACCESSORIES

Model 4240-3A Bracket
NSN: 5985-01-514-4515
• Utility aluminum bracket
• Finished in CARC military green
• Fits Models 4244, 4244-1, 4245, and 4289-W bases
• Adapter plate included to fit Model 120-43 base not supplied.
• Steel reinforcing backing plates and dust cover supplied.
• May be bolted to vehicles or shelters
• Mounting bolts not supplied.

Model 4257 Bracket
NSN: 5985-01-514-4396
Utility steel bracket per ASTM A-589
• Finished in military green
• Fits Models 4244, 4244-1, 4245, and 4289-W bases
• May be bolted to vehicles or shelters
• Mounting bolts not supplied.

Model 4277
NSN: 5820-00-908-6416
Used for tying antenna over
• Metal clip attached to 10’ cord
• Fits over antenna shaft
• Other end of cord ties to vehicle